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First iteration: use baseline language model ranking

At iteration t, usage data from t-1 is used to build the model

Training data is built in batches

No overlap of data between iterations

User interface of Par4Sim

Instances of Training dataset

Examples of usage data as training instances. Here affiliated is a 

complex phrase  highlighted based on the CWI dataset and associated, 

merged, aligned, and partnered are the simpler options provided by 6, 2, 

1, and 1 workers respectively.

Experimental results

NDCG@10 results for each iteration of the testing instances using 

training instances from the previous iteration. For example, for testing 

at iteration 2, the NDCG@10 result using training data from the previous 

iteration, i.e. iteration 1, is 62.88. The baseline column shows the 

performance in each iteration using the generic paraphrasing dataset 

used to train the baseline ranking model.

Learning curve showing the increase of NDCG@10 score over 9 

iterations.

NDCG@10 over 3 iterations for 10 workers

Results and discussions

Adaptive paraphrase ranking model effectively improves the    

performance of text simplification task.

Domain adaption can be combined with adaptive machine learning

Personalized NLP application is a way forward.

User interface design is central for adaptive systems

Datasets and resources

Documentation: https://uhh-lt.github.io/par4sim/

Datasets: https://uhh-lt.github.io/par4sim/2018/05/29/dataset.html

Demo: https://ltmaggie.informatik.uni-hamburg.de/par4sim/

Motivation

Machine learning applications require to collect training data manually

Limitations:

Expensive 

Time consuming

Training/teaching of annotators/experts is needed

Concept drift

Suggestions:
Embedded and adaptive model 

Usage data as training dataset
Human-in-the-loop approaches

No separate annotation process

Personalized applications
No extra expert training is required

Continuous model adaption
Model learns the changes over time

Learning-to-Rank

The system is trained by providing pairs of texts with complex phrases 

and candidates along their ideal rankings.

Ranklib is used to build the learning and ranking models

LambdaMART algorithm is selected to train the models. 

Selected features: 

Frequency and length

Lexical and distributional thesaurus resources

PPDB 2.0 and simple PPDB

Word embeddings feature

Experimental setup and Resources

Highlight words or phrases (complex phrases – CPs) to simplify a given 

text that is difficult to understand for particular readers such as  

language learners, children or people with reading impairments.

Complex word identification (CWI) datasets from (Yimam et al. 2017) are 

used to highlight CPs for the text simplification system hosted on Amazon 

Mechanical Turk (Mturk).

The adaptive paraphrase ranking system runs on our local servers,  which 

communicate to the MTurk system via external HITs.

Candidates generation

Lexical and distributional resources: WordNet and distributional 

thesaurus (Miller, 1995 and Biemann et al., 2013 )

PPDB 2.0 and simple PPDB (Pavlick et al., 2015, Pavlick and Callison

Burch, 2016)

Phrase2Vec: Phrase2Vec model (Mikolov et al., 2013) using English 

Wikipedia and the AQUAINT corpus of English news text (Graff, 2002).

Resources:

A total of 10.8K training instances are collected using 71 different 

workers from 3 countries.

Research Questions

How can an adaptive paraphrase ranking model be 

integrated into a text simplification writing aid tool?

How can an adaptive paraphrase ranking model be 

evaluated?

Can we demonstrate the adaptivity of the approach?

Complex sentence: Hajar said his cousin was not affiliated with any terrorist group.

Simplified sentence 1: Hajar said his cousin was not associated with any terrorist group.à 6

Simplified sentence 2: Hajar said his cousin was not merged with any terrorist group.à 2

Simplified sentence 3: Hajar said his cousin was not aligned with any terrorist group.à 1

Simplified sentence 4: Hajar said his cousin was not partnered with any terrorist group.à 1
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